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Abstract. Industry 4.0 production systems should bring advanced flex-
ibility in products, processes, and resource management. Production re-
sources can change not only during maintenance, but also at run-time.
Manufacturing recipes to production resources can no longer be manu-
ally programmed in automation and control systems, but the production
has to be planned and scheduled automatically with regards to the cur-
rent status of the entire production system and customer priorities. This
paper proposes an architecture for a next generation of manufacturing
execution systems that are tightly coupled with AI planners. The pro-
posed approach is demonstrated on the Industry 4.0 Testbed use-case at
Czech Technical University. An exemplary production plan deals with a
robotic assembly of a construction and transportation system.

Keywords: Production system · Planning · Control · Manufacturing
execution system · Automation system.

1 Introduction

Current industrial manufacturing systems are becoming more and more complex
from their design and control perspectives. Various components of manufacturing
systems such as robots, work stations, conveyor belts, or milling and 3D-printing
devices should be integrated in a flexible way to be able to quickly react on most
changes in our digital age. Manufacturing systems are frequently updated to be
ready for new types of goods, and the efficiency of the production and of the
maintenance processes becomes crucial for industrial stakeholders.

Current automation that is implemented in industrial manufacturing sys-
tems have a hierarchically layered architecture, which is frequently called an
automation pyramid. Many variations of the pyramid exist, depending on what
aspects they emphasize. One of the most common representation can be found
in [5]. Although research effort as well as industry needs tend make the pyramid
more flatten for a flexible and dynamically re-configurable ecosystem as a part
of the Industrie 4.0 movement, the solutions being used in industry nowadays
still strongly rely on this hierarchical structuring. Because of this fact, we con-
sider the automation pyramid as a reference architecture for implementation of
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industrial automation systems in this paper (depicted in Fig. 1) as well. On the
opposite side stands the current Reference Architectural Model for Industrie 4.0
(RAMI 4.0) (depicted in Fig. 2) developed by ZVEI in Germany. But we do
not consider this RAMI 4.0 for our purposes because of its inappropriate high
complexity and of small number of existing implementations.

Fig. 1. Automation pyramid describing the layered architecture of industrial automa-
tion systems. This paper contributes to the MES layer by extending it with a AI
planner.

This paper is mainly focused on improving the fourth level of the automation
pyramid, i.e., on MES systems. They should no longer be monolithic systems
only, but they should consist of various sub-tools, including especially a AI plan-
ner and a digital twin that can be on-line connected to the real production
system. The planning system should be generic enough that is able to solve not
just a specific limited class of problems but all the problems that production
need.

This paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 summarizes the related work in the
areas of MESs and production planning. Sec. 3 proposes a new architecture of
MES systems equipped with AI planning, which enables not only planning of the
production, but also re-planning when a problem occurs. The new architecture
is demonstrated in Sec. 4 utilizing Industry 4.0 Testbed as use-case. The paper
is concluded in Sec. 5 providing some ideas for future work.

2 Related Work

Since the proposed approach emphasizes a tightly-coupled combination of MES
and AI planner, the related work can be found in both domains, but with only
limited overlap.
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Fig. 2. Original RAMI 4.0 model for reference designation.

2.1 Manufacturing execution systems

Limited capabilities of commercial MESs are discussed in [1], which is mainly
concentrated on distributed MES. The paper identifies the basic common com-
ponent set of distributed MES: order managers, resource managers, supervisors,
and brokers. This classification is also supported in [10], adopting multi-agent
paradigm for industrial control especially on the MES level.

Design of generic MES systems is discussed in [2]. The paper describes the fol-
lowing key components of MES: “Equipment management, Production process
management, Quality management, Order management, Production schedul-
ing management, Resource management” [2]. After comprehensive discussion
of these components, utilization of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
is recommended in [2], as a platform independent and suitable for flexible im-
plementation and integration of modules realizing the all aforementioned com-
ponents of MES.

Possible trends in MES development are discussed in [11]. They can be sum-
marized as: “Cloud-based MES, IoT-based MES, Intelligent MES, Collaborative
MES, Supply chain linkage, MES mobility, Industrial data analysis” [11].

MES functionalities can be implemented with the Eclipse framework BaSyx1.
But BaSyx is still in progress. It should provide various communication possibil-
ities including OPC UA and REST, a workflow engine based on BPMN 2.0, and
support for various emerging industrial standards such as Asset Administration
Shell and its enablers.

1 https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.basyx
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Terminology and models for data integration and the approach presented in
this paper is in line with ISA-95 [15], that standardizes MES and ERP process
descriptions.

2.2 AI planning and scheduling

AI planning [4] is a branch of artificial intelligence that solves a problem of
finding a plan (a set of goals that need to be satisfied) that is represented as a
sequence of actions or action graphs (typically for execution by smart control
systems, robots, or even for partial execution on various connected devices/au-
tonomous agents) for given domains where allowed actions and related con-
straints are formally specified.

In fully specified environments with complete domain models available, plan-
ning can be done off-line. Plans/solutions can be found and evaluated prior to
execution. In changing environments (such as industrial manufacturing lines or
shop floors), the plans need to be revised on-line. Finding such solutions usually
tend to iterative trial and path finding/branching commonly seen in artificial
intelligence. It includes machine learning, dynamic programming, and combina-
torial optimization.

Planning refers to the action of establishing a plan, whereas scheduling is less
concerned with what is being done and why, but more with when and where. A
plan may (e.g., temporal planning) or may not (e.g., classical planning) incor-
porate times and dates associated to it, whereas a schedule most certainly will.
Scheduling is concerned with mathematical formulations and solution methods
of problems of optimal ordering and coordination in time of certain operations.
Scheduling includes questions on the development of optimal schedules (Gantt
charts, graphs) for performing finite (or repetitive) sets of operations. The prob-
lems that scheduling deals with can be formulated as optimization problems
for a process of processing a finite set of actions/jobs in a system with limited
resources. In scheduling, the time of arrival for every action into the system
is specified. Within the system the every action has to pass several processing
stages, depending on the conditions of the problem. For every stage, feasible sets
of resources are given, as well as the processing time depending on the resources
used. Constraints on the processing sequence and actions are usually described
by transitive anti-reflexive binary relations.

Given a description of the initial state of the world, a description of the goal
conditions, and a formal specification of a set of possible actions, the planning
task is to synthesize a plan that is guaranteed to generate a state (at the end)
which satisfies all goal conditions.

For specification of such planning tasks, several languages have been de-
veloped. Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) is supported by most
state-of-art planners and we will use it also in this paper. The planning task/prob-
lem consists of two parts/files:

1. domain description – The problem-domain specification including every al-
lowed action on state-space with its input parameters, precondition (con-
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dition that must hold before the action starts) and effect (description of
changes on state-space immediately after the action is finished)

2. problem description – The specific planning-problem instance including its
initial state and goal-state conditions.

A solution of some PDDL problem specified by its domain and problem descrip-
tion is a sequence of actions that can be sequentially applied (one by one) on the
initial state of the problem and after application of all actions then the goal-state
conditions of the problem are satisfied.

The latest version of the language is PDDL 3.1 [8] but there exist many
variants/extensions that support various features like ontologies, probabilistic
effects, numbers and goal-achieved fluents, durative actions (temporal planning),
explicit problem decomposition (multi-agent planning) and others.

A selection of PDDL extensions including explanation of techniques in suc-
cessful solvers is provided in [14]. A collection of simple prototypical indus-
trial problems with their formalization in PDDL is presented in [13]. Compared
to [13], the approach proposed in this paper is much more oriented to a real sys-
tem of industrial scale, and we are able to utilize PDDL not only for planning
but for digital twin (see Section 3.2) as well.

3 Proposed architecture for MES

A large variety of current systems consist of relatively autonomous units. Such
kinds of systems are frequently called systems of systems [7]. The problem of
integrating autonomous units into one virtual system emerges not only in pro-
duction system engineering, but also in many areas such as smart grids, water
distribution networks, or logistics.

An important formal approach how to tackle these types of systems is a
concept of multi-agent systems [17]. Although the multi-agent community has
invested a lot of effort into a standardization of various properties and meth-
ods dealing with software aspects of distributed and multi-agent systems, the
multi-agent or holonic systems still have not been widely spread in industrial
applications. Due to this fact, the approach presented in this paper does not
rely on any traditional multi-agent platform such as JADE, but uses a well-
standardized communication protocol OPC Unified Architecture (UA), which is
being widely adopted in industrial practice.

OPC UA is an industrial standard developed on a basis of the OPC classic
specification and it combines data access, historical data access, and alarms&events
into one unifying specification [9]. It is used for data acquisition from various
distributed shop floor agents/actors such as PLCs, robot controllers, and smart
sensors. Important benefit of OPC UA is that it is not limited for client-sever
communication only, but it supports publish-subscribe communication as well.
OPC UA is thus a privileged way for integrating the proposed MES with the
two bottom-most layers of the automation pyramid.

From the top level side of the automation pyramid, we consider the traditional
ERP systems to be used and we assume that manufacturing orders originate
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Fig. 3. Proposed architecture of the new generation of MES.

either in the ERP system, or they can be directly input via dedicated GUI,
whose role is very crucial during commissioning of the system.

The overall proposed architecture of the MES accompanied with planner is
depicted in Fig. 3. It includes fundamental components of the system (depicted
with colored blocks) and data flows between them (depicted with numbered
arrows).

In the previous text, we have already mentioned the shop floor layers of
the automation pyramid (depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 3) to which the
communication is solved via OPC UA (arrow numbered 8 in Fig. 3). As well, we
have clarified relationships to ERP, which depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3.

The data flows are depicted in Fig. 3 by arrows and they have the following
meaning, which is described in details in the subsequent paragraph:

1ab - Production order
2 - Planning problem
3 - LispPlan without temporal information
4 - Schedule as the LispPlan extended with temporal information
5 - Production operation control based on OPC UA
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6 - Current and finished operations
7 - Production status graph and various production parameters and statistics
8 - Status report about partial/temporal products and warehouse flows to ERP
9 - Current status of the entire production line for possible re-plan in case of a

failure or any hardware changes

The core part of the proposed approach is the Plan Executor (see the left-
hand side part of Fig. 3). It accepts production orders from ERP or MES GUI
(arrows 1a, 1b). The production order is passed (arrow 2) to the planner, which
calculates the plan and if it exists, the planned production plan is provided
to the scheduler (arrow 3). The plan extended with schedule information is
handed over back to plan executor (arrow 4). The plan executor parses this
extended plan and considering OPC UA servers of production resource on the
shop floor, it starts executing the plan. It starts such production operations
on all resources, whose pre-conditions are satisfied. The communication related
to starting operations on the shop floor and the backward notification about
finished operation utilizes OPC UA (arrow 5). Checking the pre-conditions of
remaining production operations and starting operations that can be started
unless the production plan is finished are the main tasks of the plan executor.
In addition, the plan executor updates the state of the digital twin (arrow 6)
when any operation is started and finished. Hence, the digital twin has a detailed
history of the production, which is important for visualizing the production for
human operators (arrow 7). As well, warehouse status is updated in ERP system
(arrow 8). Last but not least, if any failure happens, the digital twin detects such
a problem and initiates re-planning (arrow 9). This is done in order to recover
from the failure and to finish the production task.

3.1 Resource management

The setup of production systems can be modified even at runtime. Some re-
sources can be (re-)allocated for different production processes and in some spe-
cial cases even to different manufacturers, such as in manufacturing as a service
case which is based on reaching maximal utilization of resources by sharing them
among a portfolio of production tasks. The importance for resource management
is a crucial part of MES and even the traditional reference architectures such as
PROSA and ADACOR incorporate foundations for the resource management.

A manual approach for the resource management is not sustainable for mod-
ern production systems due to the increasing level of complexity and needs
for optimization and resource utilization. Thus the proposed solution utilizes a
knowledge base facilitating management of available resource knowledge. Avail-
able resources are described in AutomationML. The data format AutomationML
is standardized as IEC 62714, and it is becoming widely adopted for production
system engineering.

The international standard ISA-95, which is widely accepted in industrial
practice for many years, is used as a definition of basic terminology for the
knowledge base model. This is one of the most important benefits of ISA-95
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as its common terminology and modeling constructs target on systems of di-
verse types and engineering domains. ISA-95 knowledge can be serialized into
the data format AutomationML. A bi-directional data transformation is stan-
dardized and specified by the Whitepaper [16], which is publicly available at the
AutomationML Association website.

To be able to efficiently process the knowledge about the resources, we are
using resource description in the AutomationML data format, with the use of
ISA-95 terminology and models, and for processing purposes, we transform Au-
tomationML to the AutomationML Ontology2, which can be easily queried with
SPARQL and new pieces of knowledge can be inferred with SWRL.

3.2 Digital Twin

A digital twin is a common term used for a digital replica of a physical system.
Digital twins create living digital simulation models that update and change as
their physical counterparts change. A digital twin continuously learns and up-
dates itself from multiple sources to represent its near real-time status, working
condition or position.

One of our contribution in this paper is to represent a digital twin by PDDL
(see the Digital Twin module in Fig. 3). From PDDL point of view such a digital
twin can be modeled and observed in the following way:

– Digital twin outer control signals need to be translated to PDDL actions that
can be processes only under well specified conditions (PDDL preconditions)
and that can have some effects to the internal digital twin state (PDDL effect
on state-space).

– Interactions among digital twin components can be simulated by PDDL
actions as well.

– The current PDDL state-space can access relevant output/sensor signals
from digital twin sensors and returning values from digital twin components.

The major problem with creation of a digital twin, according to the previous
points, is to translate outer control signals into PDDL actions. Sometimes PDDL
actions need more information (as arguments) than the real outer control signals
contain. In this case, the missing arguments need to be completed according to
the preconditions of such actions.

Our PDDL digital twin can be used for the following different purposes:

– Recomputation of a new plan in case of failure or in case of any modification
of production line.

– Visualization of the current state of the production line.

– Global overview that can support centralized, consistent, and formalized
(computer readable) data source for further processing/analysis in related
systems (e.g. ERP, predictive maintenance, etc.)

2 http://i40.semantic-interoperability.org/automationml/Documentation/index.html
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3.3 Planning and Scheduling

The task for the Planner module is to receive:

– The current status of a production line via the Digital Twin module.
– Goals of production from MES module.
– The specification of production line domain (operations/actions that are

allowed on production line)

The output of Planner module is a sequence of operations/actions. The cur-
rent implementation of Planner uses off-the-shelf Fast Downward Planning Sys-
tem [6].

The task for Scheduler module is to receive the output from Planner and
creates a more detailed plan/schedule for MES module. For that purpose we
developed a special format called LispPlan3 that supports:

– LISP like syntax [3] that is human and computer readable. It can be quickly
enriched by new features or we can easily encapsulate/translate this format
into another more/better standardized format like XML.

– Task and sub-task definitions – tasks can be recursively divided into sub-
tasks.

– Locations – description of resource location for each task.
– Actions – description of target actions/operations in PDDL format.
– Requirements – description of dependencies among tasks (tasks can be pro-

cessed/executed in parallel).

The current implementation of Scheduler does not support scheduling tasks for
concrete times and dates. Now, only accesses to resources are analyzed to produce
LispPlan. In the future we would like to improve scheduling with time/duration
support. For that improvement we can use algorithms based on widely studied
and very successful Mixed Integer Programming [12] (as a part of combinatorial
optimization techniques) or we can use temporal PDDL planners with durative
actions support.

4 Industry 4.0 Testbed Use-Case

For the detailed explanation and evaluation of the proposed approach, this sec-
tion describes the use-case dealing with the system Industry 4.0. The entire
cyber-physical system is depicted in Fig. 4. The most apparent part of this ex-
perimental system is a monorail transportation system Montrac. It consists of
rails called tracs, trac curves, trac switches, and positioning units that assure
exact position of shuttles in working cells.

Three positioning units of the Montrac systems are accessed by four industrial
robots. Each positioning unit is shared between two robots. This layout brings
opportunity for cooperation between robots, which can be beneficial for example
for final assembly.

The Industry 4.0 Testbed is equipped with industrial robots of the two types:

3 A short example of LispPlan is depicted in Listing 1.1 on page 12.
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Fig. 4. Industry 4.0 Testbed at the Czech Technical University in Prague – CIIRC.
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– 3x KUKA KR Agilus: Very fast industrial 6-axis robots programmed in the
language KRL

– 1x KUKA LBR iiwa: Modern cooperative 7-axis robot programmed in the
language Java

Fig. 5. Truck as a 3 parts product to be built by the manufacturing system.

For testing purposes, assembling a truck (depicted in Fig. 5) that consists
3 parts (chassis, cabin, and body) with several variants printed on 3D printer
is used to evaluate designed approaches, algorithms, and tools in Industry 4.0
Testbed. The final product (a specific configuration of a truck) is described in
the problem file (in PDDL notation). The planner and scheduler are utilized
to plan the production recipe in the form of LispPlan. After planning the pro-
duction operations, the plan is captured in the lisp plan format. An excerpt of
the obtained production plan is shown in Lst. 1.1. Subsequently, the production
is scheduled and then executed by the Plan Executor by means of OPC UA
communication to/from the shop floor.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

To provide flexibility of production systems, manufacturing execution systems
have to be prepared to fulfill flexibility requirements. The proposed architecture
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Listing 1.1. LispPlan (Production plan) example for building a truck in Industry 4.0
Testbed

(define

(task building_truck)

(: location testbed.ciirc.cvut.cz)

(define

(task 0)

(: location shuttle3)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE3 S110 S200))

)

(define

(task 1)

(: requirements 0)

(: location shuttle1)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE1 S23 S110))

)

(define

(task 2)

(: requirements 1)

(: action (ROBOTIC_OP R1 R1_TABLE SHUTTLE1 S110 PART-CHASSIS ))

)

(define

(task 3)

(: requirements 1 2)

(: location shuttle1)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE1 S110 S23))

)

(define

(task 4)

(: requirements 0 3)

(: location shuttle3)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE3 S200 S110))

)

(define

(task 5)

(: requirements 3)

(: action (ROBOTIC_OP R2 R3_TABLE SHUTTLE1 S23 PART-CABIN ))

)

(define

(task 6)

(: requirements 4)

(: location shuttle2)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE2 S12 S200))

)

(define

(task 7)

(: requirements 5 6)

(: location shuttle1)

(: action (SHUTTLE_MOVE_AND_LOCK SHUTTLE1 S23 S12))

)

(define

(task 8)

(: requirements 2 7)

(: action (ROBOTIC_OP R1 R2_TABLE SHUTTLE1 S12 PART-BODY ))

)

)
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for a new generation of MES supports planning of production plans. Further-
more, when a problem in a production plan that is just being executed occurs, the
continuously running digital twin provides the needed support for re-planning
the remaining part of the production and continuing the manufacturing process.
This is the issue that current commercial tools do not support.

The important strength of the presented approach is that the overall solution
has been implemented on a prototype level and it has been deployed and tested
in Industry 4.0 Testbed. It was utilized as a foundation for further testing of
scientific and practical applications of methods and algorithms for Industry 4.0.

In the future work, we would like to strengthen the distributed nature of
MES and to leverage it to a distributed MES. We would also like to integrate
the proposed MES as a module that is able to cooperate with a commercial MES
to make this approach better accessible for industrial partners without needs for
significant re-implementations of current production plant setups.
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